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Abstract: Cloud Computing has emerged as a powerful and promising way for running high
performance computing (HPC) jobs. Most HPC jobs are designed under multi-processes paradigm
and involve frequent communication and synchronization among parallel processes. However,
as the underlying resources of cloud data centers are always shared among multiple tenants,
the competition of jobs for limited bandwidth resources lead to unpredictable completion times
for jobs in the cloud, which may lead to QoS violation and inefficient utilization of resources
when scheduling parallel jobs in the cloud. To tackle the issue, it is essential to provide bandwidth
guarantees for parallel jobs running in the cloud. Offering a dedicated virtual cluster (VC) for
running applications in the cloud is a popular way to guarantee bandwidth demands. Motivated
by these problems, in this paper, we firstly design a time-aware virtual cluster (TVC) request model
for parallel jobs and consider how to embed requested TVCs of jobs into cloud efficiently under
parallel job scheduling framework. An adaptive bandwidth-aware heuristic algorithm, which is
denoted as AdaBa, is proposed to improve the job accept rate by adjusting the priorities of servers
to accommodate the VMs of TVC adaptively according to the relative size of requested bandwidth
demand. Then, a bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling scheduling algorithm, which is
denoted as BgMBF, is designed to schedule parallel jobs and the bandwidth demands are guaranteed
by AdaBa. To obtain high job responsiveness performance, a bandwidth-reserved job backfilling
strategy is designed when the requested TVC for current scheduled job cannot be allocated in the
cloud. The migration cost of BgMBF is also considered and an enhanced version BgMBFSDF is then
proposed to minimize the number of migration when the execution time of jobs are known. Through
extensive simulation experiments on popular parallel workloads, our proposed TVC embedding
algorithm AdaBa achieves up to 15 percent of improvement on accept rate compared with existing
algorithms such as Oktupus and greedy algorithm. Our proposed BgMBF and BgMBFSDF also
significantly outperform other popular scheduling algorithms integrated with AdaBa on average
response time and average bounded slow down.

Keywords: virtual cluster embedding; parallel job scheduling; cloud data center; bandwidth allocation

1. Introduction

Based on virtualization, data management techniques, etc., cloud computing paradigm delivers
not only cost-effective and powerful Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), but also flexible and customized
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS), which allow agile customization to
specific applications, software, and programming environment needs of users. More and more HPC
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users are being attracted to request cloud computing service instead of owning a cluster for running
high performance computing (HPC) applications. Cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, have also
made efforts on supporting scalable running of HPC applications [1].

However, as the requirements of HPC applications are mismatched with the characteristics of
cloud natively [2–4], resources allocation and job scheduling for HPC applications in the cloud are still
popular and challenging topics [5]. Two main factors that contribute to the problem can be summed
up as follows:

1. HPC applications are typically designed under multi-processes paradigm and consist of
tightly-coupled parallel processes with frequent communication and synchronization. Insufficient
network bandwidth resources and large network latency lead to performance degradation for
HPC in cloud compared with that in a local dedicated cluster.

2. Variable data transmission latency caused by bandwidth resource contention under shared and
multi-tenant cloud environment leads to unpredictable performance for parallel jobs of HPC.
The performance uncertainty also results in poor job scheduling performance and low throughput.

Accordingly, HPC applications can be considered as time-critical applications which may
likewise involve some MPI or other parallel computing based components for high performance
data processing [6]. Recent studies have made efforts on the supporting tools for the development,
management and control of time-critical cloud applications [7]. However, there are still few
studies in job scheduling considering QoS guarantee for HPC applications in the cloud. Recently,
bandwidth-guaranteed virtual cluster embedding techniques have been extensively studied. It offers
a virtual dedicated network environment for applications in the cloud and leads to predictable
performance by providing resource guarantees including bandwidth, CPU and memory. Different
virtual cluster abstraction models are proposed to accurately specify resource demands according to the
characteristics of submitted applications, such as Pipe [8], VC [9], SVC [10], etc. However, the resource
allocation for virtual cluster is a NP problem which is known as the virtual cluster embedding problem.
Many heuristic algorithms are accordingly proposed. Oktopus [9] introduces a virtual cluster model
named VC, and designs a locality-aware heuristic algorithm which tries to allocate the requested VMs
of VC to servers by minimizing the number of switches on the communication path. Through the
locality-aware allocation strategy, maximum bandwidth reservation for network links at higher levels
of substrate network topology can be obtained, and more future VC requests are expected to be
accepted. Another greedy strategy is to minimize the maximum link occupation [10,11]. This strategy
tries to assign the VMs to the servers that leads to the minimum value of maximum link occupation [11].
To improve the accept rate of jobs, a congestion-aware perturbation algorithm is also proposed which
selectively relocates some assigned VMs to avoid the bandwidth bottleneck [12]. There are also many
other enhanced algorithms which consider including the heterogeneity [13], uncertainty [10], time
variance [14], etc. of the bandwidth demands of the links in the virtual cluster.

Nevertheless, these algorithms only focus on improving the acceptance rate of current arrived jobs,
and seldom consider the bandwidth demand of the following arriving jobs. However, the bandwidth
demands of parallel jobs vary in a wide range, from embarrassing parallel with little communication
to large scale data-intensive parallel. Accordingly, the virtual cluster embedding algorithm for parallel
jobs should be qualified with adaptive resource allocation according to the arrived bandwidth demand
to maximize the residual bandwidth capabilities that can be used for the following waiting jobs after
embedding current virtual cluster. On the other hand, the huge bandwidth resources of loopback
network in each server are seldom considered in the literature, which provides chances to accommodate
extra jobs with large bandwidth demands.

Considering the parallel job scheduler, the most basic but popular scheduling algorithm is first
come first serve (FCFS). The scheduler dispatches jobs according to the order of their arrivals, and no
jobs can be dispatched until the first job in the queue is allocated. FCFS is easy but may cause resource
fragmentation and methods such as job backfilling [15], and gang scheduling [16] is proposed to
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improve it. However, current batch scheduling algorithms for parallel jobs are mainly designed for
the HPC clusters. Bandwidth guarantees are not considered as the bandwidth resources are sufficient
under the LAN environment of cluster. Liu [17] proposed a priority-based consolidation scheduling
method for parallel jobs in the cloud, but it mainly focuses on improving the utilization degradation
of cloud data center caused by communication and synchronization of parallel jobs. Dalvandi [14]
proposed a time-aware virtual cluster request model which can be used to specify an estimated
required time-duration for jobs, and designed several online heuristic algorithms to allocate resources
for scheduled requests. To improve the accept rate of jobs, the scheduling algorithm tries to pick the
most suitable requested jobs to execute in the cloud according to the bandwidth and time duration
profiles. It also cannot be directly used for parallel job scheduling, but the time-aware virtual cluster
request model inspires us to model the parallel job request.

In the paper, we focus on scheduling parallel jobs running in the cloud with predictable
performance and high responsiveness performance. To deal with the issue, a bandwidth-guaranteed
parallel job scheduling framework is proposed. The framework consist of two main parts: virtual
cluster embedding component and parallel job scheduler.

The virtual cluster embedding component is responsible for allocating the bandwidth and VM
resources requested by scheduled jobs. Inspired by Dalvandi et al. [14], we design a time-aware virtual
cluster (TVC) request model to specific the resource demands of parallel jobs. Different from other
proposed virtual cluster embedding algorithms, we designed an adaptive bandwidth-aware (AdaBa)
TVC allocation algorithm which changes the embedding strategy of VMs based on both current
bandwidth demand and maximum bandwidth demand that can be arrived adaptively. The basic idea
of AdaBa is to hide bandwidth occupation of TVC with high bandwidth demand by allocating the
VMs requested into the same server. Through the method, the jobs with high bandwidth demand are
expected to communicate through loopback network inside the server, and more bandwidth resources
on the network are gained to accept more jobs in the waiting queue. At the same time, the jobs whose
parallel processes are located in the same host can achieve higher and more steady performance than
that in separated hosts.

For parallel job scheduler, we design a bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling
scheduling algorithm (BgMBF) to schedule parallel jobs in the cloud. Our BgMBF extends existing
AMBF algorithm [17] by integrating AdaBa algorithm to guarantee requested bandwidth demand
while guaranteeing fairness (the jobs should not be delayed by the jobs arrived later) among the jobs.
An optimized version named BgMBFSDF is also devised to improve the scheduling performance
by choosing backfilled jobs with small execution duration first strategy to maximize the number of
successful backfilled jobs that finish before being preempted.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are shown as follows:

1. We propose an efficient adaptive bandwidth-aware virtual cluster embedding algorithm to
allocate requested resources of virtual cluster for scheduled parallel jobs running in the cloud,
which excavates more bandwidth resources on the links through adaptive communication hidden
strategy to improve the accept rate for following arriving jobs.

2. We design a BgMBF algorithm which backfills virtual clusters of waiting jobs to the idle
fragmentation resources, to improve the average responsiveness performance. An enhanced
algorithm of BgMBFSDF is also proposed to improve the scheduling performance by maximizing
the number of successful backfilled jobs that finish before being preempted.

3. We demonstrate the efficiency of AdaBa and BgAMBF algorithms by extensive simulations.
The results show that our proposed AdaBa can achieve higher acceptance rate compared with
popular VC allocation algorithms under different workloads. The proposed BgMBF and enhanced
BgMBFSDF algorithm significantly outperform FCFS and other heuristic scheduling strategies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some related work.
Section 3 presents the system model and gives the scheduling framework along with problem definition
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of parallel jobs scheduling in the cloud. Detailed descriptions of our proposed algorithms are given in
Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the performance of our algorithms. Section 6 concludes the paper and
discusses future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Bandwidth Allocation in the Cloud

Link bandwidth allocation has become the most critical issue to offer steady and predictable
network performance in cloud data centers. Much research attention has been drawn to the issue in
both academia and industry. Generally, the studies from the literature can be divided into two different
allocation strategies. The first strategy is to provide bandwidth guarantees through static bandwidth
reservations for each competing entity according to its demand. The advantage is that deterministic
network performance can be obtained. However, the disadvantage is also evident: it may lead to
low bandwidth utilization considering the time-varying traffic demands of tenant jobs. The second
strategy is to to share bandwidth in a weighted sharing fashion among all tenants [18–21]. It can make
full utilization of the bandwidth resources, but the bandwidth requirement for each tenant cannot be
guaranteed. Accordingly, it can hardly satisfy the QoS of tenants when scheduling parallel jobs.

To accurately specify the static bandwidth reservations for different kinds of applications,
several virtual network abstractions [8–10,14,22] have been proposed. SecondNet [8] designs a Pipe
model which enables end-to-end bandwidth guarantee for VMs. However, in most cases, it is hard for
the tenants to figure out each end-to-end bandwidth demand of applications, and it also introduces
extra complexity when scheduling the jobs. In contrast, hose model simulates the cluster network
where all VMs are connected to a central virtual switch by dedicated links (as hoses) with bandwidth
guarantees. Based on the basic hose model, Oktopus [9] proposes the abstraction of virtual cluster
(VC), which is shown as a 2-tuple < N, B >. It specifies N VM slots in the virtual cluster and each VM
is connected by link of bandwidth B to the virtual switch. Locality-aware VM allocation algorithm is
proposed in Oktopus to map the virtual units in VC abstraction to the physical facility. Yu [23] studied
the survivable VC embedding problem with hose model bandwidth guarantee, which focuses on
minimizing VM consumption for providing survivability guarantee. Furthermore, Yu [10] extended
the VC abstraction with stochastic bandwidth characterization and proposed a stochastic virtual
cluster (SVC) model to address the bandwidth demand uncertainty. As the bandwidth demands are
given in a probabilistic way, probabilistic bandwidth guarantee are introduced which means that
bandwidth demands are guaranteed with a high probability exceeding a specific threshold. Based on
SVC, an efficient greedy VM allocation algorithm is then devised to reduce the possibility of link
congestion through minimizing the maximum link occupancy when allocating requested VMs of
virtual cluster. Dalvandi [14] proposed a novel time-aware request model which enables tenants
to specify an estimated required time-duration in addition to CPU and bandwidth requirement,
which inspired us to model the parallel job request. However, the time-aware request model is
designed based on flow-based request model which needs to specify each end-to-end bandwidth
requirement. DCloud [22] is another extension of the VC model, which requires a tenant to specify both
the required resources and deadline of jobs. Without avoiding the deadline constraint of jobs, DCloud
employs both time sliding (postponing the launching time of a job) and bandwidth scaling (adjusting
the bandwidth associated with VMs) strategies in resource allocation algorithm, so as to better match
the resource allocated to the job with the cloud’s residual resource. However, the efficiency of DCloud
highly depends on accurate estimation of job’s execution time when carrying out bandwidth scaling.

2.2. Parallel Job Scheduling

In the literature, many efforts have been made on batch scheduling for parallel jobs in clusters [24].
The basic batch scheduling algorithm is First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) [25]. Under this algorithm,
each job specifies the number of processors required and the scheduler processes jobs according to the
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order of their arrivals. If enough processors are available for running the job at the head of the queue,
the scheduler allocates the processors and starts the job. Otherwise, the job should wait for some
current running jobs to terminate and free additional processors. FCFS many lead to low utilization of
nodes because of idle processors fragmentation. Backfilling [15] is then introduced to make utilization
of the idle processors fragmentation. It allows suitable subsequent jobs to use idle nodes when the job
at the head of the queue waits for extra resources. Backfilling has been widely used in the industry
and many enhanced algorithms [26,27] are proposed to improve the number of jobs to be backfilled.
Gang scheduling [16] is another strategy to improve the utilization of nodes, it allows resource sharing
among multiple parallel jobs by diving the computing capacity of nodes into time slices. However,
it is essentially a resource sharing algorithm which can hardly offer strict bandwidth guarantees.
Both backfilling and gang scheduling are designed for clusters which try to improve the utilization of
CPU resources and do not consider the allocation of bandwidth resources for jobs.

3. System Model and Problem Definition

3.1. Data Center Network Model

The substrate DCN (Data Center Network) considered in our paper is a multi-rooted hierarchical
topology of Fat-Tree [28]. From the bottom up, fat-tree based DCN is divided into three layers:
edge layer, aggregation layer and core layer. Given a construction parameter k, the whole configurations
of fat-tree are fixed. Every k/2 edge switches and k/2 aggregate switches together form a pod,
and totally k pods are constructed in the network. For each edge switch, the links going up are
connected to all the aggregation switches in the same pod and the links going down connect to k/2
servers. The links going up of each aggregate switch are connected to k/2 core switches. The distinctive
feature of a fat-tree is that for any switch, the number of links going down to its siblings is equal to the
number of links going up to its parent in the upper level.

We model the DCN as a weighted undirected graph G(V, E, C(E)), where V denotes the set of
nodes in the network topology, E denotes the set of links between nodes and C(E) = {ce|e ∈ E}
denotes the residual capacities on the links. Let M and W be the set of servers and switches in the data
center, respectively, where M ∪W = V. The servers are assumed to be homogenous, and each server
has L resource slots. Here, the resource slot represents an abstract measurement of CPU, memory,
and storage to accommodate a single VM. A corresponding set A(M) = {as|s ∈ M} denotes the
number of residual resource slots on the servers in M.

3.2. Virtual Cluster Model

In this paper, we deal with resource allocation and scheduling for parallel jobs in the multi-tenant
cloud data center. Different with the situation in local clusters and private cloud, the underlying
resources in multi-tenant cloud are shared among many different users with different kinds of
applications. Resource contentions, especially for network bandwidth, will cause unpredictable
execution time of parallel jobs. On the other hand, the execution time estimation of submitted job
can be obtained as the bandwidth are guaranteed and is critical for the scheduler to make optimal
scheduling decision. Accordingly, a request model is needed for users to specify, including the number
of parallel running VMs, bandwidth demand that leads to an expected execution time and the time
duration for occupying the resources. Inspired by Ballani et al. [9], Dalvandi et al. [14], a time-aware
virtual cluster (TVC) is designed as the virtual cluster request model.

Let J = {ji|i = 1, . . . , R} be the set of submitted parallel jobs over a period of time, where
ji denotes the ith job submitted to the cloud and R denotes the number of jobs in J. For a certain
job, it can be represented as ji = {ati, Ni, Bi, esi}, where ati denotes the arrive time, Ni denotes the
number of VMs requested for running parallel processes, Bi denotes the requested bandwidth for
guaranteeing the network performance, and esi denotes the estimated job execution time under
guaranteed bandwidth Bi.
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When scheduling a job ji at time τst
i , a requested TVC model at τst

i for job ji can be represented as
TVCi = {Ni, Bi, τs

i , τee
i }, where Ni denotes the number of VMs, Bi denotes the subscribed bandwidth

on virtual links between VMs and the virtual switch, τst
i denotes the allocating time of virtual cluster

for starting ji and τee
i = τst

i + esi denotes the estimated release time of virtual cluster when ji finishes
running. Different from Reference [14], the TVC model in our paper is designed based on homogenous
hose model [29] which can be used without prior knowledge about traffic matrix between the parallel
processes. When a TVC is accepted by the cloud, Ni VMs are deployed onto the idle slots of the servers
in the cloud data center, and the residual bandwidth capabilities of links along paths routing to the
corresponding servers are reduced.

3.3. Problem Definition

In this paper, we design a management and scheduling framework for parallel jobs in the cloud
data center, as shown in Figure 1. It consists of three layers: user layer, scheduling layer and resource
layer. In the user layer, multiple tenants dynamically submit their jobs to the service provider through
web portal and specify jobs’ resource demands with TVC model. The submitted job requests are all
queued into the job queue at the order of arrival in the scheduling layer. Parallel job scheduler is
responsible for deciding which job in the queue should be dispatched according to the characteristics
of jobs and the residual resource information from resource monitor. The TVC embedding component
is responsible to allocate the VMs of TVC request to the cloud data center while ensuring that the
bandwidth demands on the links are satisfied. The resource layer consists of fat-tree based data center
and a resource monitor which dynamically tracks the status of residual resources including CPU and
bandwidth on the substrate links.

Fat-tree based cloud datacenter
Job i

Scheduler Broker 

Job Queue

Aggregation

Core

Edge

Pod 0 Pod 1 Pod 2 Pod 3

Virtual Switch

VM 2VM 1 VM Ni

...

Bandwidth Bi

TVC 
Embedding

Resource  Monitor

Parallel Job 
Scheduler

PortalTenants 2

Tenants 1

Tenants N

...

Figure 1. Management and scheduling framework.

The service provider can gain more revenue and bring good user experience by improving the
throughput of jobs while guaranteeing the QoS. Accordingly, the objective of the scheduling broker
is to minimize the average response time (the duration between arrival and being scheduled) and
average slowdown (ratio between execution time of job in the cloud and that in a dedicated cluster) of
jobs, while ensuring that the bandwidth and CPU demands are satisfied.

Considering a substrate DCN G(V, E, C(E)) and a submitted jobs set J = {ji|i = 1, . . . , R} where
ji is represented with a TVC model TVCi = {Ni, Bi, τst

i , τee
i }, the objective of the scheduling broker can

be formulated as follows:

min rpt =
1
R

R

∑
i=1

(τst
i − ati) (1)

min bsd =
1
R

R

∑
i=1

(τst
i + τee

i − ati)

max(Γ, τee
i )

(2)
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where rpt represents the average response time of jobs, and bsd denotes the average bounded slow
down which is an optimized version of slow down that mitigates the effect of short jobs by introducing
a minimal execution time element Γ [27].

3.4. Constrains

Different with traditional scheduler of clusters, bandwidth resource constraints should be
considered when scheduling parallel jobs in the cloud. Given a scheduled job ji and its TVC request
TVCi = {Ni, Bi, τst

i , τee
i }, a feasible solution of the TVC embedding problem includes VMs placement

and traffic routing assignment.
The VMs placement is an assignment of all Ni VMs to the servers without considering the

bandwidth constraints. Let ΠNi = {ms,i|s = 1, . . . , |M|} denote a VM’s placement of TVC request
TVCi, where ms,i denotes the number of VMs allocated to the server s. A feasible VM placement for
the TVC request should satisfy the following constraints.

1. The number of allocated VMs should equal the requested number of TVC:

|M|

∑
s=1

ms,i = Ni (3)

2. The allocated number of VMs ms,i to server s should not exceed its current number of residual
resource slots as:

ms,i ≤ as (4)

Given a VM placement ΠNi , the traffic route assignment problem is to find feasible placement of
virtual switch vsi of TVC to a substrate switch, where the bandwidth requirement can be accommodated
on the substrate links along the path from the virtual switch to each VM. In our paper, we only consider
the maximum bandwidth guarantee between servers similar to Reference [9], instead of calculating
the ingress and egress traffic flows routing. Because once the bandwidth requirement Bi is given by
users, ingress and egress of the traffic flows between parallel processes will not exceed the maximum
rate of Bi.

Let Ω(ΠNi ) = {s|ms,i > 0, s = 1, . . . , |M|} denote the set of servers that have hosted at least one
VM under the VM placement ΠNi , and let Πvci = {xw,i|w = 1, . . . , |W|} denote the placement of the
virtual switch. Placement variable xw,i = 1 if the vsi is assigned on switch w; and xw,i = 0 otherwise.
Then, a valid placement of virtual switch should satisfy the following constraints.

1. The virtual switch should be assigned to exactly one substrate switch at the same time:

|W|

∑
w=1

xw,i = 1 (5)

2. Let pws,i = {el,i|el,i ∈ W} denote the routing path from the switch w where virtual switch locates
to server s. According to the Oktopus system [9], the total bandwidth allocated to pws,i should
not exceed the residual bandwidth capability cel,i of link el,i along the path pws,i:

|W|

∑
w=1

xw,i min(ms,i, Ni −ms,i)Bi ≤ cel,i (6)

4. Proposed Algorithms

The management and scheduling of parallel jobs in the cloud can be treated as a variant of
job scheduling problem that integrates with TVC embedding. Accordingly, it is also a NP-complete
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problem as it can be obtained by transferring from the parallel job scheduling problem which have
been proven to be NP-complete [30]. To minimize the performance metric of rpt and bsd, from the
perspective of batch scheduling, the basic idea is to maximize the utilization of idle fragmentations of
bandwidth through backfilling algorithm. From the perspective of TVC embedding, the basic heuristic
strategy is to maximize the residual bandwidth capabilities that can be used for the following waiting
jobs after embedding current TVC. In this paper, we deal with these two issues separately. An adaptive
bandwidth-aware algorithm denoted as AdaBa is designed to deal with the TVC embedding problem.
A bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling algorithm denoted as BgMBF is devised to
maximum the utilization of bandwidth in the cloud.

4.1. Adaptive Bandwidth-Aware (AdaBa) TVC Embedding Algorithm

In this paper, AdaBa is designed to solve the TVC embedding problem when scheduling parallel
jobs in the cloud. Considering that the communication of VMs in the same server do not occupy the
bandwidth resources on the links, the bandwidth occupation of a virtual cluster can be hidden when
its corresponding VMs are all allocated to the same server. From the observation, a basic intuition is
that the more virtual cluster request with larger bandwidth demand are hidden, the more bandwidth
resources on the links can be reserved for accepting following arrived jobs. Accordingly, based on
the intuition, AdaBa tries to embed each virtual cluster request to servers adaptively according to
the requested bandwidth demand, ensuring that virtual cluster with largest bandwidth demand is
embedded beginning from servers with maximum number of idle slots, and virtual cluster with
smallest bandwidth demand is embedded beginning from servers with minimum number of idle slots.
In this way, the bandwidth occupation of virtual cluster with larger bandwidth demand has higher
probability to be hidden, which offers more opportunity for jobs following to be accepted. To realize
the process above, AdaBa assigns each server a weight, and, when a new requested TVC arrives, the
serves are sorted in weight descending order which ensures that the server with larger weight have
the higher priority to accommodate the VMs of requested TVC. Then, it turns into a weight function
designing problem, which ensures that the server with more idle slots has larger weight when the
requested TVC with largest bandwidth demand arrives, and, on the contrary, the server with fewer
idle slots has larger weight when the requested TVC with smallest bandwidth demand arrives.

To design a proper weight function, two important issues need to be considered. The first one is
how to evaluate the relative size of requested bandwidth demand (need to know what is the largest
bandwidth demand that can be arrived) and the second one is how to determine the weight of servers
when requested bandwidth demands lay between the smallest one and the largest one to conform to
the basic idea of AdaBa illustrated above.

To improve the acceptance rate of dynamic arrived jobs, the bandwidth demands that can be
arrived in the future should also be considered when embedding current requested TVC. Accordingly,
the relative size of requested bandwidth demand in this paper is actually defined as the ratio between
the current requested bandwidth demand and the maximum bandwidth demand that can be arrived in
the near future. However, the accurate value of the maximum bandwidth demand in the future cannot
be obtained in advance. Instead, in AdaBa, we use the value of maximum bandwidth request that has
ever arrived, to predict future’s maximum bandwidth demand. The value is updated dynamically upon
new request is arrived. Accordingly, in AdaBa, we design a weight function as shown in Equation (7),
to determine the weight of servers for each requested TVC with different bandwidth demand.

weights = −0.5as
2 + L ∗ B

Bmax
∗ as (7)

where weights denotes the weight of server s, as denotes the number of residual slots of the server,
B denotes current requested bandwidth demand, L is a constant that represents total number of
resource slots in a server and Bmax represents the maximum bandwidth request that has ever arrived.
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When a new requested TVC arrives, the value of L, Bmax and B are specified, and the value of
weights is actually a single-variable quadratic polynomial of as. The extreme point, which is obtained
at L ∗ B

Bmax
, means that the servers whose number of residual slots equals L ∗ B

Bmax
are the most suitable

locations for current requested TVC. When the bandwidth demand of current TVC is the smallest one,
the extreme point of L ∗ B

Bmax
trends to be zero, and the weight of servers increase as its corresponding

number of residual slots decrease. On the contrary, when the bandwidth demand of current TVC is
the largest one, the extreme point of L ∗ B

Bmax
trends to be L, and the weight of servers increase as its

corresponding number of residual slots increase. When the bandwidth demand of current TVC is not
the smallest nor the largest, the server whose number of residual slots is closer to L ∗ B

Bmax
∈ (0, L]

has higher weight, which ensures that the jobs with relative high bandwidth demand (compared
with the maximum bandwidth request that has ever arrived) can be allocated to the server with more
residual slots.

Figure 2 gives example curves of weight functions under different bandwidth requests,
where Bmax = 800 Mbps and L = 8. It can be seen that, when the requested bandwidth demand is
small enough (where B = 10 Mbps and B = 110 Mbps), the server with one idle slot achieve the largest
weight. As B increases (B varies from 210 Mbps to 710 Mbps in the figure), the number of residual slots
of server that achieves the maximum weight (which means the x-axis of extreme point) also increase
adaptively. It ensures that, when a requested TVC with relative small bandwidth demand is scheduled,
it has higher probability to be allocated to the server with fewer residual slots to fill the fragmentation,
and, when a job with relative larger bandwidth demand is scheduled, it has higher probability to be
allocated to the server with more residual slots.

Figure 2. Weight functions of servers under different bandwidth requests.

Considering the process of choosing the most suitable location for each requested TVC, AdaBa
seems to be similar to best fit strategy. Best fit strategy [31] tries to put the requested job from the
current fullest server (with least number of residual slots) in which it fits to avoid so-called “put fine
timber to petty use”. However, actually, they are only common in the idea of adjusting the priorities of
servers dynamically for each requested TVC, and the difference is distinct. In AdaBa, the priorities of
servers are adaptively determined according to both the relative size of requested bandwidth demand
and the number of residual slots in servers. However, in best fit strategy, the servers are always sorted
in increasing order of current number of idle slots without considering the requested bandwidth
demands. In other words, they are different in the setting of weight function. In AdaBa, the weight
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function varies with the relative size of requested bandwidth demand. In best fit strategy, the weight
function is seen as invariant and is inversely proportional to current number of residual slots.

On the other hand, different with the greedy method which tries to minimize the bandwidth
occupancy on physical links for each job scheduled, AdaBa adjusts the priorities of severs according
to a ratio that indicates the relative size of current requested bandwidth demand to realize different
embedding strategy according to the bandwidth demand.

Figure 3 shows a comparison case of different strategies for embedding a TVC request ji (3, 10 Mbps,
100 s, 120 s). The initial state of the DCN before scheduling ji is shown in Figure 3a. The two jobs labeled
in red and green color are still running in the cloud. The idle slots for accommodating the VMs are shown
as white blocks and residual bandwidth for each link is recorded in the bracket beside the link. When
scheduling a job ji with different algorithms, three VMs are allocated to the idle slots which are labeled in
blue color and the residual bandwidth on the links are updated, as shown in Figure 3b–d.
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Figure 3. An comparison of different strategies for embedding a TVC request (3, 10 Mbps, 100 s, 120 s).

It can be seen that, as the requested bandwidth demand is relatively small, AdaBa firstly tries to
arrange the VMs of requested TVC to the servers with the least idle slots, and three idle severs are
left for accommodating possible arriving jobs with large bandwidth demands (as shown in Figure 3b).
For best fit strategy, it sorts the servers in increasing order of current number of idle slots, and arranges
the VMs to the sorted servers in sequence. The result is then occasionally the same as AdaBa under
this case (as shown in Figure 3b) . For greedy strategy, it obtains the minimum value of maximum link
occupation but only one idle sever is reserved (as shown in Figure 3c) . First fit strategy arranges the
VMs to the servers in sequence and two idle severs are reserved (as shown in Figure 3d) . Considering
three identical TVC requests (2, 60 Mbps, 110 s, 150 s) are arriving at time 110, among these embedding
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results above under these strategies, only AdaBa and best fit can accept the whole request immediately
on their arrivals which obtains the minimum response time.

Algorithm 1 lists the details of AdaBa. The algorithm consists of two parts: VMs placement and
virtual switch placement. Given the state of substrate DCN G(M, W, E, C(E)), AdaBa will generate the
placement plan for VMs and virtual switch for each requested TVC. Firstly, it updates Bmax to ensure
that Bmax is the maximum bandwidth demand that has ever arrived (see Line 1 ). The weight of each
server can then be calculated according to Equation (7) (see Lines 2–4). After that, AdaBa searches for
the possible location of virtual switch placement based on locality-aware strategy [9], which tries to
pack the VMs of requested TVC in the smallest sub-tree to minimize the bandwidth reserved at higher
levels of the topology. To achieve that, AdaBa traverses the physical switches starting from low level
of edge layer (level = 1) to high level of core layer (level = 3), and determines if the requested TVC can
be embedded (see Lines 5–29).

Algorithm 1: The adaptive bandwidth-aware TVC embedding algorithm.
Input: G(M, W, E, C(E)), TVCi = {Ni, Bi, τs

i , τee
i }, Bmax

Output: VMs placement ΠNi and virtual switch placement Πvsi ,Bmax

1 Bmax = max(Bmax, Bi);
2 for each s ∈ M do
3 calculate weights by Equation (7);
4 end
5 set the level = 1 which is at the edge layer;
6 while level <= 3 do
7 get the subset of switches wlevel at the level from W;
8 for each sw ∈ wl do
9 get the subset of servers Msw in the subtree of sw from M ;

10 sort Msw in weight descending order ;
11 le f tVm = Ni, to initialize remaining number of VMs to be allocated;
12 for each s ∈ Msw do
13 for ms,i = 1; ms,i < min(as, le f tVm); ms,i = ms,i + 1 do
14 if ms,i satisfy the bandwidth guaranteed constrain by Equation (6) then
15 assigned = ms,i, to record the maximum number of VMs that can be assigned

in the server ;
16 end
17 end
18 le f tVm = Ni − assigned, to update remaining number of VMs to be allocated ;
19 add ms,i to ΠNi ;
20 end
21 if le f tVm = 0 then
22 xsw,i = 1;
23 add xsw,i to set Πvsi ;
24 return success;
25 else
26 clear set ΠNi ;
27 end
28 end
29 level = level + 1, to move to higher level of the tree-based network;
30 end
31 return failure;
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Once the virtual switch is located at current selected physical switch, the servers in the subtree
of selected switch are used for allocating the VMs tentatively (see Lines 8–20). If all of the VMs can
be accommodated, the selected switch is chosen to be where the virtual switch locates on, and the
algorithm ends with success together with the VMs placement ΠNi obtained from the tentative
VMs placement process (see Lines 21–24). Otherwise, clear ΠNi and continue to try next switch.
The algorithm ends with failure when there is no successful placement of VMs for all the switches.

In the VMs placement process, the servers in the subtree are sorted in weight descending order
which ensures that the server with larger weight has higher priority to accommodate the requested
VMs. Then, the algorithm tries to allocate the VMs to the sorted server in sequence. When allocating
VMs to a server, it tries to maximize the number of VMs that can be allocated, while ensuring that the
bandwidth constraints on the links along the path from selected switch to the server are not violated
(see Lines 13–17). The calculated number ms,i that records the number of VMs assigned in server s is
then added to the VMs placement set ΠNi .

4.2. Bandwidth-Guaranteed Migration and Backfilling (BgMBF) Scheduling Algorithm

In this section, we propose a bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling scheduling
algorithm (denoted as BgMBF) to schedule parallel jobs running in cloud efficiently. The algorithm
is designed based on FCFS principle to ensure the fairness among the jobs. However, in FCFS
principle, when the top job is waiting for the release of extra resources (including CPU and bandwidth),
the computational capabilities and bandwidth resources in idle fragmentations are wasted. Backfilling
algorithm is a popular way to improve the utilization of fragmentation resources which tries to fill
the idle resources with jobs in the waiting queue. However, traditional backfilling algorithm and its
variant never guarantee the bandwidth demands of jobs. Accordingly, we design BgMBF by integrating
existing AMBF algorithm [17] with our proposed AdaBa to maximize the utilization of resources in the
cloud while guaranteeing the bandwidth demands of scheduled jobs. The basic idea of BgMBF is to
relax the strict FCFS constraint, where suitable jobs following the top job are allowed to be backfilled
running in the idle fragmentations when the top job is waiting for releasing extra resources. Additional,
a preempting mechanism is designed to ensure that the top job should not be delayed by backfilled
jobs, and avoid possible job starvation. The preempting process is triggered when the total resources
including both the idle resources and resources that occupied by backfilled jobs, are enough to embed
the TVC request of the top job. The backfilled jobs that are being preempted should then be suspended
and pushed back into the job waiting queue to be rescheduled again. Migration supported by the
cloud is used to suspend and recover the VMs that belong to the preempted jobs across the servers.

Algorithm 2 lists the details of the scheduling process. The algorithm is activated when a new job
arrives or a job finishes execution. Given current state of substrate DCN (denoted as G) and current
placement of jobs running in the DCN (denoted as P), BgMBF determines when and where the jobs in
the job waiting queue (denoted as Q) can be scheduled running in the cloud. Firstly, BgMBF schedules
the jobs in Q starting from the top one and determines if it can be accepted running in the cloud
with current idle resources through AdaBa. If it is successfully accepted, the scheduler will remove it
from the queue and dispatch it running in the cloud according to the placement results from AdaBa
(see Lines 4–5). It should be noted that the current index of job i should be reduced by 1 to get a
correct index for the next job when current job is removed from Q (see Line 10). Otherwise, if current
job is the top one, BgMBF will further check whether the preempting process can be conducted
(see Line 12). To realize that, BgMBF sets up two temporary states, GwithoutBF and PwithoutBF, from G
and P by removing the placement of current backfilled jobs running in the cloud, and determines if the
top job can be accepted under GwithoutBF and PwithoutBF through AdaBa (see Lines 13–14). If the job can
be successfully accepted, the preempting process is triggered that all the VMs of jobs in Qback f ill are
suspended and the jobs are moved back to Q, and the state of substrate DCN and current placement
of jobs are updated accordingly(see Lines 16–18). The top job is then removed from the queue and
scheduled to the cloud according to the allocation placement from AdaBa.
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Algorithm 2: Bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling scheduling algorithm.
Input: G(M, W, E, C(E)), P , Q
Output: the updated placements of jobs running in DCN P′

1 i = 1, to get the top job ji from Q;
2 while TVCi 6= null do
3 embedding TVCi by AdaBa (see algorithm 1) under current G and P;
4 if success then
5 remove ji from Q and dispatch it running in the cloud according to the placement

results including ΠNi and Πvsi ;
6 update M and G accordingly ;
7 if i 6= 1 then
8 record the placement state of ji to Qback f ill ;
9 end

10 i = i− 1, to update the index as ji is removed from Q;
11 else
12 if i = 1 then
13 obtain PwithoutBF and GwithoutBF from P and G respectively by removing the

placement of jobs in Qback f ill ;
14 embedding TVCi by AdaBa under current GwithoutBF and PwithoutBF ;
15 if success then
16 suspend all the VMs of jobs in Qback f ill and move the jobs back to Q;
17 P = PwithoutBF ;
18 G = GwithoutBF ;
19 remove ji from Q and dispatch it running in the cloud according to the

placement results including ΠNi and Πvsi ;
20 update P and G accordingly ;
21 i = i− 1, to update the index as ji is removed from Q ;
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 i = i + 1, to get next job in Q;
26 end

No matter if current job is embedded successfully or not, the scheduling process will not stop
to wait for the release of extra resources, but go on scheduling the jobs in the queue tentatively in
arrival order (see Line 25). Any jobs that can be successfully scheduled running in the cloud before the
top job are normally removed from the queue and dispatched running in the cloud, but, additionally,
they should be recorded in Qback f ill for possible preempting process use (see Lines 7–9).

The algorithm above is a general algorithm as it can be used without the estimated execution
time of jobs. It chooses the backfilled jobs in the waiting queue in arrival order. However, it may be
inefficient as the backfilled jobs are expected to be preempted frequently when the execution duration
of chosen jobs are relatively large.

In this paper, when the bandwidth demand of job is guaranteed, its execution time then can be
predicted or a minimum execution time can be obtained [9]. Accordingly, an enhanced algorithm can
be obtained by running the SDF (short duration first) heuristic strategy that the job in the waiting
queue with minimum estimated execution time has the highest priority to be backfilled. Through the
method, the jobs backfilled in the fragmentation have higher probability to be finished before being
preempted, which leads to higher average response time and smaller migration cost.
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5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Settings

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms using trace-driven
simulation. A discrete event-based simulator is designed with Matlab to implement the management
and scheduling framework for parallel jobs proposed in this paper.

In the simulation, the substrate DCN architecture is designed based on fat-tree, but our proposed
algorithms can be also extended for other DCN architectures. We set the constructing number k [28] of
fat-tree to be 6, which implies that there are k = 6 pods; each pod has k/2 = 3 aggregation switches and
k/2 = 3 edge switches; and each aggregation switch is connected to k/2 = 3 core switches. For each
edge switch, there connects k/2 = 3 servers and the servers are homogenous that each has eight slots
for accommodating VMs. The line rate for all the substrate links are set to be 1 Gbps. Accordingly,
the substrate DCN in our simulation has 432 slots to accommodate the node request of parallel jobs.

5.2. Workload

In our simulation, we use following two real parallel workloads logs from production systems:

1. KTH SP2 workload logs: This log contains eleven months of accounting records from the 100-node
IBM SP2 at the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. We select the first
1000 jobs to generate parallel workload in our simulation and the average job runtime is 72.4 min.

2. NASA iPSC: This log contains three months of records for the 128-node iPSC/860 located
in Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Systems Division at NASA. We select the first
1000 jobs to generate parallel workload in our simulation and the average job runtime is 10.4 min.

As the workloads above do not contain the bandwidth demand information, we assign the
bandwidth demand for each job according to the following process:

1. Calculate the maximum bandwidth demand that can be scheduled in the cloud by equation

MaxB = NetworkBandwidth ∗ Numbero f Servers
Numbero f NodesRequested .

2. Calculate the minimum bandwidth demand by equation MinB = MaxB
10 and the average

bandwidth AvgB = MinB+MaxB
2 .

3. Generate the bandwidth demand through a normal distribution B = max(min(MinB,
normrnd(AvgB, 0.2 ∗ AvgB)), MaxB) and make sure the result do not exceed the maximum and
minimum constrain.

Different workload characteristics of bandwidth demand have different influences on the
experimental results. However, we can still use the process above to generate the bandwidth demand
for the workloads without affecting in a negative way the experimental results. The reasons can be
summarized as follows:

1. The bandwidth demands of jobs are generated by normal distribution which is a popular way
to simulate the bandwidth demands in the current literature [9,10]. It is a reasonable way to
simulate the probability distribution of bandwidth demands in reality.

2. In addition to the probability distribution characteristic, another important characteristic of the
bandwidth demands in the generated workloads is the average bandwidth demand. We have
conducted sufficient experiments to evaluate the impact of different average bandwidth demand
on the performance for different algorithms. The result shows that the relative performance index
of different algorithms keep invariant generally as the average bandwidth demands of workload
vary (see Figure 4). Accordingly, the experimental results under the workloads with reasonable
probability distribution of bandwidth demands can be representative to evaluate performance of
different algorithms.
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The detailed information of above two workloads in our simulation are shown in Table 1.
Through multiplying the interval time between two arrival jobs by a ratio, the system load of the cloud
data center can be easily changed to evaluate scheduling performance under different situations.

Table 1. Workloads in the simulation.

Average Job Runtime Number of Jobs Average Bandwidth Maximum Node Request

KTH-SP2 72.4 m 1000 251 Mbps 100
NASA-iPSC [32] 10.4 m 1000 247 Mbps 128

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Performance of TVC Embedding

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed TVC embedding algorithm of
AdaBa. To avoid the influence of scheduling strategy on the embedding performance, we conduct the
experiment without job queue, which implies that, if a job cannot be allocated upon its arrival, it is
rejected. Accordingly, the accept rate is used as the metric to evaluate the TVC embedding performance.
In the experiment, we compare our proposed AdaBa with three other popular competitors, including
Oktupus algorithm [9], greedy algorithm [10] and best fit strategy. Oktupus algorithm is designed
based on locality-aware strategy and greedy algorithm tries to assign the VMs to the server in the
DCN that leads to the minimum value of maximum link occupation. Best fit strategy always sorts the
servers in current number of residual slots and tries to accommodate the requested TVC in sequence
from servers with minimum number of residual slots. Best fit strategy is designed to compare the
performance of different settings of weight function.

Considering the TVC embedding performance should be highly correlated with the bandwidth
demands, we firstly evaluate the impact of different average bandwidth demands of workloads on
the performance. As the average bandwidth demand of workloads in Table 1 is fixed, we generate
a serial of random parallel workloads whose average bandwidth demands are varied from 50 to
700 Mbps, and their average node requests and the system loads are all fixed to be 8 and 0.5,
respectively. The comparison results can be found in Figure 4. From the figure, we have following
observations: (1) Our proposed AdaBa always performs better than all the other algorithms for
workloads under different average bandwidth demands; (2) As the average bandwidth demand goes
higher, the superiority of AdaBa gets more significant. Up to 15 percent of improvement on accept
rate is obtained when the average bandwidth demand is 700 Mbps; (3) The accept rate decreases as
the average bandwidth demand increases. However, the rate of descent of our proposed AdaBa gets
slower significantly, which guarantees higher performance when the bandwidth demand goes higher
compared with other algorithm; (4) Best fit also performs better than Oktupus and greedy strategy in
most cases, and the decreasing tendency of best fit strategy is similar with AdaBa. However, AdaBa
still outperforms best fit strategy significantly.

From the observations, our proposed bandwidth-aware strategy of AdaBa performs the best in
different average bandwidth demands, as the weight of severs are adaptively changed according to
the ratio of current arrived bandwidth demand and the maximum one that has ever been scheduled.
As the average bandwidth demand increases, the bottleneck of resource allocation turns from CPU
to bandwidth, and the advantage of AdaBa gets more significant. The superiority should owe to
the proposed bandwidth hidden mechanism of AdaBa. When the average bandwidth demand goes
higher, AdaBa reserves as many idle slots as possible in one server to accommodate possible arriving
jobs with large bandwidth demand, which reduces the resource contention of bandwidth on the
link significantly. As large bandwidth occupation can be hidden, AdaBa is less insensitive to the
increase of average bandwidth demand. Accordingly, the rate of descent of AdaBa will get slower
when the average bandwidth demand increases. Best fit strategy is also a method that changes the
weight of severs adaptively. It tries to deploy the VMs of requested TVC to the servers with minimum
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number of residual slots. In other words, in best fit, the server with fewer residual slots has larger
weight. Accordingly, it performs the same with AdaBa when the bandwidth demand of requested
TVC is relatively small. On the other hand, it can also hide bandwidth occupation occasionally as
it always reserves the servers with more idle slots. This is why that best fit strategy performs better
than Oktupus and greedy strategy, especially when the average bandwidth demand is relatively high.
However, the value of hidden bandwidth occupation is uncontrollable and unpredictable, as the best
fit strategy determines the weight servers without considering current requested bandwidth demand.
Differently, in order to control the value of hidden bandwidth occupation, AdaBa changes the weight
function of server dynamically according to the relative size of current requested bandwidth demand
(see Figure 2). The extreme point of the weight function under current requested TVC then represents
the optimal location of VMs to hide as much bandwidth occupation of requested TVC with large
bandwidth demand as possible. Accordingly, compared with first fit, AdaBa still obtains considerble
advantage in accept rate.

Figure 4. Comparison of accept rate for workloads with different average bandwidth demands.

Furthermore, we investigate the performance of AbaBa for the realistic workloads in Table 1,
and the results are shown in Figure 5. These experiments are conducted under different system loads
while the average bandwidth demands and other characteristics of jobs are fixed. In the figure, we can
find that our proposed AdaBa algorithm also performs better than other competitors under most cases
of system loads for each workload. On the other hand ,the accept rate improvement of AdaBa is getting
more significant as the system load goes higher. That is because AdaBa considers not only current
TVC embedding request but also maximizing the residual bandwidth capabilities that can be used for
the following waiting jobs, and, accordingly, the resource contention will mitigate especially when
the system load is relatively high. However, as the average bandwidth demand of these workloads
are all around 250 Mbps which can not fully exert the advantage of AdaBa, as shown in Figure 4,
the maximum acceptance rate improvements of AbaBa are not that significant.

From the discussions above, the relative size of requested bandwidth demand, which is obtained
by introducing the prediction of maximum bandwidth demand in the near future, is the key factor for
AdaBa to achieve the performance. The result verifies the intuition that the resource allocation decision
for dynamic arriving workloads can be more efficient by synthesizing the resource demands in the
future. However, the performance also relies on the prediction accuracy of future resource demand.
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However, static bandwidth reservation method in this paper on the links may be still inefficient
when the volumes of traffic flows among the parallel processes of jobs are dynamically changed with
a large range. Accordingly, if the volume of traffic flows among the parallel processes of jobs can
be predicted or estimated at a high level of confidence, a more fine-grained dynamic bandwidth
allocation mechanism, which dynamically consolidates complementary bandwidth demands on the
links, is expected to be effective in improving the utilization of bandwidth resource on the links without
violating the QoS of tenants. However, there are still many difficult problems (such as traffic flows
prediction and fault-tolerant problem) to be solved in the future to realize the method.

(a) accept rate with KTH SP2 (b) accept rate with NASA iPSC

Figure 5. Comparison of the acceptance rate under different workloads.

5.3.2. Scheduling Performance

In this section, we further evaluate the performance of our proposed bandwidth-guaranteed
migration and backfilling scheduling algorithm (denoted as BgMBF) and its enhanced version of
BgMBFSDF that selects the backfilling jobs with short duration first (SDF) strategy. The bandwidth
request of jobs are guaranteed by our proposed AdaBa because of its advantage on improving the
accept rate for dynamic arriving parallel jobs as shown in previous section. Three other competitor
are used for comparison: FCFS, SBF (short bandwidth demand first) and SDF (short duration first).
The scheduling objective of rpt (Equation (1)) and bsd (Equation (2)) are used as the performance
metrics. The performance comparisons for KTH-SP2 and NASA-iPSC are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
From the figures, we have the following observations:

1. Our proposed BgMBF significantly outperforms FCFS and SBF on average response time and
average bounded slow down for each workload. It shows the great advantage of backfilling that
tires to maximize the utilization of idle resources caused by the FCFS strategy. It also shows
that the small bandwidth demand first strategy cannot improve the scheduling performance
compared with FCFS, and it slows down the scheduling time of jobs with large bandwidth
demand. On the other hand, the performance differences among BgMBFSDF, SDF and BgMBF are
relatively small. However, BgMBFSDF always performs better than BgMBF. It demonstrates that
the heuristic information of estimated execution time is important for improving the scheduling
performance. As the jobs with small duration are expected to be finished before the next arriving
jobs, it leads to high responsiveness performance, and shortens the idle time of fragmentation
resources which improves the utilization of resource. However, SDF is an unfair strategy which
will cause starvation of jobs with long execution time. However, when the estimated execution
time is known, it can be used for improving the performance of BgMBF by conducting BgMBFSDF
strategy while guaranteeing the fairness among jobs.
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2. SDF outperforms BgMBFSDF and BgMBF on average response time for NASA-iPSC, while obtains
the worst performance among them for KTH-SP2. Compared with BgMBF, the performance
improvement on rpt of BgMBFSDF is also more significant for NASA-iPSC than that for KTH-SP2.
The differences above are caused by the different characteristics of these two workloads. In Table 1,
it can be seen that the average job runtime for KTH-SP2 and NASA-iPSC is 72.4 min and 10.4 min,
respectively. Accordingly, the advantage of SDF is more significant for NASA-iPSC, as more jobs
with short duration can be finished before next arriving job comes. For BgMBFSDF strategy, more
jobs with smaller duration means more jobs can be finished in advanced through backfilling
without migration.

(a) rpt with KTH SP2 (b) rpt with NASA iPSC

Figure 6. Comparison of the average response time with different workloads.

(a) bsd with KTH SP2 (b) bsd with NASA iPSC

Figure 7. Comparison of the average bounded slowdown with different workloads.

Furthermore, we record the total number of migrations for BgMBF and BgMBFSDF, respectively,
to evaluate effect of migration and make comparison between BgMBF and BgMBFSDF. The comparison
results are shown in Figure 8. The maximum number of migrations are 350 and 200 for KTH-SP2 and
NASA-iPSC, respectively. Considering the migration cost in the cloud is round 20 s [33], the time cost
for migration in our proposed BgMBF is o(103) which is far smaller than the average response time of
o(104). Accordingly, it is worthy and acceptable to improve the scheduling performance by migration
and backfilling method. On the other hand, the number of migrations in BgMBFSDF is less than that
in BgMBF in most cases except when the system load is 0.6 for workload KTH-SP2. As BgMBFSDF
chooses the jobs with small duration to backfill into the idle fragmentation resources, the jobs are
expected to be finished without migration before being preempted with higher probability compared
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with BgMBF. Since the average job runtime of KTH-SP2 is large than of NASA-iPSC, the number of
jobs that need to be migrated for KTH-SP2 is less than that for NASA-iPSC at the same system load.

(a) number of migrations with KTH SP2 (b) number of migrations with NASA iPSC

Figure 8. Comparison of the migration number with different workloads.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on the management and scheduling issues of parallel jobs in the
cloud data center. Guaranteeing the bandwidth demands of scheduled jobs running in the cloud
leads to predictable job execution performance and batch scheduling performance, and is also the
major motivation of this paper. In this paper, we have proposed a management and scheduling
framework for parallel jobs in the cloud. To realize the virtual cluster embedding component, which
is responsible to allocate requested VMs and reserve requested bandwidth resource, we design an
adaptive bandwidth aware (AdaBa) virtual cluster embedding algorithm. By adjusting the priorities
of servers to accommodate the VMs of TVC adaptively according to the relative size of requested
bandwidth demand, AdaBa hides the bandwidth occupation of jobs with large bandwidth demand
on the substrate links. AdaBa always outperforms the competitors for workloads with different
average bandwidth demands and system loads. As the average bandwidth demand of submitted
jobs increases, the advantage of AdaBa becomes more significant. Accordingly, compared with other
virtual cluster embedding algorithms, the ability of adaptive bandwidth-aware of AdaBa shows great
advantage for parallel jobs, as it always evolves a large range of bandwidth demands. On the other
hand, we design a bandwidth-guaranteed migration and backfilling (BgMBF) algorithm to schedule
parallel jobs running in the cloud. AdaBa is integrated into BgMBF to allocate requested VMs and
reserve requested bandwidth on the substrate link. BgMBF improves the average response time by
scheduling the suitable jobs in the waiting queue with the idle fragmentation resources in advance.
When the estimated execution time is available, BgMBFSDF, which selects the backfilled jobs with SDF
strategy, is proposed to improve BgMBF. It increases the number of backfilled jobs that finish before
being preempted and reduces the migration cost. From the simulation results, BgMBFSDF always
outperforms BgMBF on average response time and average bounded slow down.

In our future work, we plan to extend AdaBa to solve the TVC embedding problem with
more general situation, such as heterogeneous bandwidth demand of TVC and bandwidth demand
uncertainty. The dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanism for parallel jobs is also another direction
of future work.
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Abbreviations

G substrate DCN (data center network)
V the set of nodes in network topology
E the set of links between nodes
ce the residual capacity on link e
M the set of servers, where M ⊂ V
W the set of switches, where W ⊂ V
as the number of residual resource slots on server s, where s ∈ M
L resource slots in a idle server
J the set of submitted jobs
ati the arrive time of the ith job
Ni the number of VMs requested for the ithe job
Bi the bandwidth requested for the ithe job
esi estimated job execution time of the ith job
τst

i start time for the ith job
τee

i end time for the ith job
rpt average response time of J
bsd the bounded slow down of J
ΠNi a VMs placement of TVCi
Πvsi a virtual switch placement of TVCi
ms,i the number of VMs allocated to server s
xw,i the assignment variable if vsi is located to switch w
pws,i the routing path between switch w and server s
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